
Provide  creative direction for Fairspace’s website revamp
Meetings with a small team of Fairspace team members and freelancers to
discuss requirements and/or project progress
Develop visual mockups showing design and layout of visuals and content
Copy writing and content design , targeted at the different communities with
whom we work
Web Design and development using WordPress
Create a new or updated version of Fairspace’s website that is user-friendly,
effective and appealing
Digital retouching and image editing
Work as part of a multidisciplinary team

Vacancy Website and Content Designer (freelance, 8 hr/week)

Do you want to be part of a driven team that strives for a safe public space in the
Netherlands? Then we are looking for you! Fairspace is looking for a website and
content designer for 8 hours per week.

Fairspace was launched in 2017 out of a shared passion for intersectional and co-
creative approaches to building inclusive public spaces. We focus on designing
bold and inclusive strategies to end street and workplace harassment. Fairspace
has built an extensive track record in comprehensive, education- and human-
centred approaches to building more inclusive streets and workplaces with clients
ranging from global companies to educational institutions to community
organisations and international non-profits. 

Fairspace launched its current website in 2019. Since then, our brand, messaging
and services have evolved and we want our website to better reflect this evolution.
We are looking for an experienced, creative and collaborative website and content
designer who will offer creative direction and advise on how to improve/evolve our
current website and guide us in bringing Fairspace’s website to a bold, new level. 

Responsibilities will consist of:

Who are you?
The person we would like to welcome to our team is creative and innovative, with
a passion for social impact and Fairspace’s mission. You are responsible and can
work independently. You enjoy being part of an international and intercultural
team in an organization that is still developing and growing. We often explore new
opportunities and offer space for your own ideas and initiatives. 



Demonstrated experience with creative direction 
Demonstrated experience with web design, UX and UI design, development,
including WordPress, content design and copywriting
A portfolio of previous websites you built for nonprofits or social enterprises
You value diversity and inclusion. We would like to hear from you how you
have dealt with this in the past or what ideas you have about it
Affinity with themes such as equality, human rights and security
Fluency in English, both verbal and written. Knowledge of the Dutch language
is a plus.

An informal, dynamic work environment with a focus on healthy work
practices
A freelance contract for 8 hours a week for a 6-month period, with the
possibility to extend. 
The possibility of working at our co-working space in Rotterdam. Remote
working is also possible.
Training and development opportunities 
A dynamic, international team and partner network

What are we looking for? 

We offer:

More information
You can send your cover letter and resume with the subject line: Web Designer by
Monday, January 30, 2023 to Fairspace at info@fairspace.co. 

Fairspace is an equal opportunity organization that believes in the power of
diversity. We encourage candidates of all backgrounds to apply. We can
accommodate requests that support candidates with disabilities through the
recruitment, selection and assessment process.

Even if you do not meet all the items on our wish list, we encourage you to apply.
We'd love to get to know you!


